INTRODUCTION

The Hot Cactus Club NFT project is a collection of 10,000 unique cactus that combine
authentic and rare art with unparalleled utility for Hot Cactus owners.
Hot Cactus aims to celebrate Mexican culture and representation in the NFT space.
We are a Non-Fungibles Token project made using ERC-721 on the Ethereum network.
Our characters consist of a cactus represented with different Mexican and/or funny attributes.
We also did a few 1/1 versions to pay tribute to Mexican celebrity and some for NFT “Influencers”.

FUNDS

Support Mexican Charities
We strive to tackle issues of equal rights, justice, poverty and abuse in Indigenous communities.
15% of the Mexico population are indigenous people equivalent to 16M of humans. The Hot Cactus Club will
support them by donating 10 ETH to IGWIA association that supports Indigenous everywhere in the World.
Hot Cactus Bank
This fund is established to have resources to fund future projects, art purchases and collaboration under the
Hot Cactus Club brand. We will be reinvesting royalties from secondary sales.
Royalties from secondary market will be injected into this fund and set aside for art purchasing,
giveaways and a lot of other stuffs.

HOT CACTUS HOLDER BENEFITS

Derivative works + commercial rights
You will have ownership rights to your art and the freedom to create and sell derivative works.
Receive royalties
Some of royalties from secondary market will be put into the Hot Cactus Bank. This will be distributed back
to the community through raffles and giveaways to give back to our Holders in exciting ways.

ARTWORK

Hot Cactus Club artwork consists of the Hot Cactus as base and more than 130 attributes.
There will be 6 special Celebrities Cactus that will be sell by auction on Opensea.
5 others will be offer to NFT influencers.
Each character is unique, differentiated by traits including:
Background: 19
Body: 19
Hat: 36
Eye: 22
Mouth: 24
Accessories: 15

TEAM

We’re a group of digital art and cryptocurrency passionate. We invested for a few months in many NFT projects
and want to give a unique experience with the Hot Cactus Club.
Tequila Lover, our back-end smart contracts developer. He’s a full-stack web engineer with experience in
multiple NFT projects. Tequila Lover is French, currently living in Canada.
Cactus Cowboy is our community manager, has extensive experience in management consulting and works hard
to deliver solutions for our team. Also a Discord moderator, he’s Mexican.
Azteca Cactus has extensive experience in website development and designing,
having built for many corporate and commercial designs. She is Mexican living in the US.

ROADMAP

0% | Social Media Growth
• We will ramp up our Discord and Twitter accounts.
• Doing giveaways for early supporters of the project and hire full-time team members to help manage
and grow the Hot Cactus Club community.
10% | The Cactus Bank
• Our community wallet will be funded with 5 ETH.
• The Cactus Bank will be used for various purposes, decided by Hot Cactus holders. We will use these funds to sweep up
the floor on Hot Cactus, acquire specific NFTs, support other artists in the space,
fund community ideas that benefit our project, and so on.
20% | Physical collectibles & Support Indigenous people
• We’ll create a special Hot Cactus Box with physical collectibles. They will be winnable
for every Hot Cactus holders through Giveaways.

ROADMAP (more)

• 10 Hot Cactus will be raffled to lucky Hot Cactus holders.
• 15% of the Mexico population are indigenous people equivalent to 16M of humans. The Hot Cactus Club will support
them by donating 10 ETH to IGWIA association that supports Indigenous everywhere in the World.
50% | Tequila & Vacation
• We’ll create a special custom Hot Cactus Tequila. 1000 Bottles will be available for the first 5000 Hot Cactus sold.
We’ll give you a special code to claim your free bottle.
• 5 lucky Hot Cactus holders will win a vacationing week for him/her and the family. We’ll communicate
with them for more precision of what they want to do. (Ex: All-inclusive resort or Mexico Discovery).
75% | Give back to our community
• We’ll find and offer a magnificent 67’ Chevrolet Impala or $40k in ETH to
a lucky Hot Cactus holder.

ROADMAP (end)

• 50% of royalties from secondary sales will return to Hot Cactus holders each month, through various giveaways,
prizes, and raffles. HCC community will be able to vote on what we raffle each month back to the community.
100% | Coin, merch & more
• We’ll create our own utility token, the Piñata coin.
• 1st exclusive Hot Cactus Club physical merch drop. (Payable with $PNT token).
• $PNT will be listed on different DEX tools.
• Starting the development of Crazy Piñata, exclusive Desktop/Mobile game where you can play
and earn $PNT.

CONTACT DETAILS

Website: hotcactusclub.com
Twitter: @HotCactusClub
Email: team@hotcactusclub.com
Discord: https://discord.gg/XD7EPcq3zp

